product releases

SAFER FLOORING FOR WET
CHANGE ROOMS
ALTRO has announced the launch of Altro Aquarius safety flooring with
guaranteed performance in wet or dry conditions for combined shoe and
barefoot use – including hard soled, rubber and training shoes.
This technological breakthrough revolutionises product selection for
potentially wet areas, eliminating risk in a wide range of environments.
Altro Aquarius is the result of three years research and development
work in direct response to customer feedback. Achieving both Class B and
R10 to Australian Standard 4586 for shoe and barefoot use, Altro Aquarius
provides optimum slip resistance in both wet and dry environments.
With Altro Easyclean Maxis PUR Technology, Altro Aquarius offers significant savings on cleaning and maintenance over its life cycle compared
to non PUR-treated safety flooring. It is available in a range of warm,
homely chipped and non-chipped colours, making it a perfect solution for
applications in leisure centres and swimming pools.
Frequently, wet and barefoot users share the environment with those
who are dry or wearing a variety of footwear. Until the arrival of Altro
Aquarius, these areas proved problematical when it came to choosing
flooring, with a slip risk for shoe wearers on wet floors. Altro Aquarius
takes away the uncertainty of how to install safety flooring for mixed barefoot and shoe use, such as change-rooms in recreation facilities.
It has a 10 year warranty.
For more information call 1800 673 441, (03) 9764 5666 or
email info@asf.com.au.

AQUASUN 3 SOLAR
CONTROLLERS
DONTEK says their new range of solar controllers incorporates
the latest technology with the simplest of operation. They accurately control the delivery of the unheated pool water to the roof
collector, where it is warmed.
A clock function can be enabled which allows Solar Start and
End times to be selected, eliminating nuisance early morning
starts and the ability to select Off Peak run times.
The Aquasun 3CD is ideal for boosted systems, where the filter
pump needs to be running before the solar pump is allowed to
start. The filter pump is simply plugged in to the Aquasun 3CD
which detects that the filter pump is turned on and then allows
the solar pump to start if required.
All efficient controllers need to know the roof temperature so
Dontek developed the Remote Range for when the going gets tough.
Aquasun 3BR with battery powered wireless roof sensor simplifies new installations and eliminates the need to find damaged
wiring when upgrading or servicing. The UHF transmitter sends
accurate roof temperatures directly to the controller for up to two
years without battery replacement.
For more information call (03) 9762 8800 or email
sales@dontek.com.au.
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